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1. Introduction. Denote by X a chance variable and by P(a<X<ß) the

probability that a<X<ß. Similarly denote by P(X<ß) the probability

that X<ß and by P(X=ß) the probability that X = ß. For any positive

integer r the expected value E\X — x0|r of \X — x0|r is called the absolute

moment of order r about x0, where x0 denotes a certain real value. If the

absolute moments Mi, = E\X — x0| *'», • • • , Mij = E\X — Xo\i> of a chance

variable X are given (and no further data about X are known), then we shall

say for any positive number d that ad is the sharp lower limit of P( — d<X

— Xo < d) if the following two conditions are fulfilled :

(1) For each chance variable Y for which E\ Y — x0| i" = £|X — x0| h

(v = l, ■ ■ • , j) the inequality P( — d<Y — x0<d)^ad holds.

(2) To each e>0 a chance variable Y can be given such that E\ Y — x0| *'

= £|X-x0| •'"(»' = 1, • • • ,/) andP(-á<F-Xo<á)<aí¡+í.

In other words, ad is the greatest lower bound of the probabilities

P( — d<Y — xo<d) formed for all chance variables Y for which the i„th ab-

solute moment about xa is equal to the z\th absolute moment of X about x0

Similarly we shall say that b d is the sharp upper limit of P( — d < X — x0 < d)

if bd is the least upper bound of the probabilities P( — d<Y — x0<d) formed

for all chance variables Y for which the z„th absolute moment about x0 is

equal to the i„th absolute moment of X about xa(v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,/).

In this paper we shall give the solution of the following two problems:

Problem 1. The absolute moments of'the order ii, ■ ■ ■ , i¡ of a chance variable

X are given about the point x0, where ii, ■ ■ ■ , i¡ denote any positive integers. It is

required to determine the sharp lower and sharp upper limit ofP( — d<X — x0<d)

for any positive value d.

Problem 2. A real value x0 and a system of j positive integers h, ■ ■ ■ , i¡

are given. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions which must be satisfied

* Presented to the Society, February 25, 1939; received by the editors February 15, 1939.

f This research was done under a grant-in-aid from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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by j positive numbers a1; ■ • • , a,- that a chance variable X exists for which the

iyth moment about x0 is equal to a, (v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,/)?

The solution of Problem 1 is a generalization of the inequality of Markoff.

In fact, the inequality of Markoff can be written as follows:

(1) Pi- d<X-x0<d)^l- Mr/dr,

where d denotes an arbitrary positive value and Mr denotes the rth absolute

moment of X about x0. As is well known, the inequality (1) cannot be im-

proved for d^Mrllr, that is to say that 1 —Mr/dT is the sharp lower limit of

P( — d<X — x0<d) ioi d^Mrllr. The generalization in our Problem 1 consists

in the circumstance that instead of a single moment M, we consider a finite

number of moments Mi„ • • • , Mt¡, and besides the sharp lower limit of

P( — d<X — xo<d) also its sharp upper limit is to be determined. The in-

equality (1) is called for r = 2 also the inequality of Tshebysheff.

Some results concerning the case when two moments Mr and M, are given,

have been obtained by different authors. A. Guldberg* gave the following

formula :

(2) P( | X - Xo | < \MrllT) ^ 1
1 / Mi'y

If we substitute 2k for s, and 2 for r, we get the inequality of K. Pearson.f

By other substitutions we get the formula of E. Lurquin.J It is easy to show

that the limit given in (2) is not sharp.

P. Cantelli§ gave a formula in case that s = 2r. His formula can be written

as follows:

(3a) If Mr/d'^M2r/d2r, then P(| X-x0\ <d)^l-Mr/d\

(3b) If Mr/d*>M2r/d2*, then

2>(   .X" - xo   < d) = 1 -
M2T - M2

id' - Mr)2 + M2r - M?

The writer of this article gave in a previous paper|| some results concern-

ing the general case and the sharp lower limit of P( — d<X — x0<d) if two

* A. Guldberg, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 175, p. 679.

t K. Pearson, Biometrika, vol. 12 (1918-1919).

Í E. Lurquin, Comptes Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 175, p. 681.

§ Cantelli's formula and its demonstration are given in the book of M. Fréchet, Recherches

Théoriques Modernes sur la Théorie des Probabilités, Paris, 1937, pp. 123-126.

|| A. Wald, A generalization of Markoff's inequality, Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Decem-

ber, 1938.
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moments Mr and M, are given, where r and s denote arbitrary positive in-

tegers. If 5 = 2r the formula reduces to Cantelli's formula.

In case of consecutive algebraic moments, that is to say, if Mi, ■ ■ ■ , M¡

are given and Mi = E(X — Xa)i (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , j), Tshebysheff determined the

sharp lower and sharp upper limit of the distribution function P(X<d).

These inequalities are called Tshebysheff's inequalities. The first proof of

these inequalities was given by Markoff in 1884 and the same proof was dis-

covered almost at the same time by Stieltjes.*

The solution of Problem 2 is well knownf if ii, ■ ■ • , i¡ are consecutive

integers, that is to say, if iv = v (v = l, ■ ■ • ,j) and if a„ (p = 1 ,-•■,/) is the

vth algebraic moment, that is to say, a„ = E(X — x0)". In this paper we shall

give the solution for absolute moments and for arbitrary positive integers

*i, • • • ,ij.

2. Reduction of the problem to the case of nonnegative chance variables.

We shall call a chance variable X nonnegative if P(A<0)=0. Since the

moments of the nonnegative chance variable F=|X—x0| about the origin

are equal to the absolute moments of X about x0 and since

P(Y < d) = Pi- d < X - xo < d),

the following proposition holds true :

Proposition 1. Denote by Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , M{j the absolute moments of order

ii, ■ ■ ■ , i¡ of a certain chance variable X about the point x0. There exists a non-

negative chance variable Y such that the ivth moment of Y about the origin is equal

to Mi, (v *= 1, • • • ,j). The greatest lower (least upper) bound of the probabilities

P( — d<Z — Xo<d) is equal to the greatest lower (least upper) bound of the proba-

bilities P(Z'<d), where P( — d<Z — Xo<d) is formed for all chance variables

Z for which the i,th absolute moment about x0 is equal to Mi, and P(Z' <d) is

formed for all nonnegative chance variables Z' for which the i„th moment about

the origin is equal to Miv (v = 1, • • • , /).

On account of Proposition 1 we can restrict ourselves to the consideration

of nonnegative chance variables and of the moments about the origin.

Throughout the following developments we shall understand by a chance

variable a nonnegative chance variable and by moments the moments about

the origin.

3. Some definitions and propositions. Let us begin with some defini-

tions.

* See, for instance, J. Uspensky, Introduction to Mathematical Probability, New York, McGraw-

Hill, 1937, pp. 373-380.
f See, for instance, R. von Mises, Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und ihre Anwendung in der

Statistik und theoretischen Physik, Deuticke, Leipzig, 1931, pp. 247-248.
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Definition 1. A chance variable X is said to be an arithmetic chance varia-

ble, if there exist a finite system of different numbers Xi, • ■ ■ , xk such that

2ZliF(X = Xi) = l.

Definition 2. A chance variable X for which k different positive values

xi, • • • , xk exist such that P(X = x¿) >0 (i = 1, ■ ■ • , k) and^_1_i-P(X = Xi) = 1,

is called an arithmetic chance variable of the degree k.

Definition 3. A chance variable X is said to be an arithmetic chance varia-

ble of the degree k + 1/2 if P(X = 0)>0 and if there exist k different positive values

xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xk such that P(X = xr)>0(i = l, ■ ■ ■, k) and 2_î-ii'(X = xi)+P(X = 0)
= 1.

Definition 4. Denote by _/<„ • • • , Mi¡ the moments of the order ii, ■ • ■ , i¡

of a certain chance variable X. A chance variable ¥ is said to be characteristic

relative to Jlf,-,, • • • , Mij if the i„th moment of Y is equal to M,v (v = 1, • • • , j)

and Y is an arithmetic chance variable of the degree less than or equal to (j+l)/2.

A characteristic chance variable is said to be degenerate if its degree is less than

(/+l)/2.

Definition 5. We shall say that the numbers Mix, ■ ■ ■ , Mif can be realized

as moments of the order ii, ■ ■ ■ , i¡ if there exists a chance variable X such that

the ivth moment of X is equal to Miv (v = 1, • • • , j).

Definition 6. A function f(x) defined for all real values x is said to change

its sign at the point x = a if the following conditions are fulfilled:

(1) If f(x) =Ofor all values x <a, then any open interval containing a must

contain at least one value a' such that f(a)f(a') <0.

(2) Iff(x) is not identically zero for x<a, then any open interval which con-

tains a and a point ß <afor which f(ß)^0, must also contain two points «i and

„2 such that ai^a, a2 = a and f(ai)f(a2) <0.

By the number of changes in sign of f(x) we shall understand the number

of points at which/(x) changes its sign. Similarly we shall understand by the

number of changes in sign in an (open or closed) interval A, the number of

points of A at which/(x) changes its sign.

It is easy to prove that if f(ai)f(a2) <0 then there exists at least one point

of the closed interval [au a2] at which/(x) changes its sign. In order to prove

this, let us assume that cti <a2 and denote by a the greatest lower bound of all

values y of the interval [ah a2] for which f(c¿i)f(y) <0. It is obvious that

ai-ot = a2. We shall show that/(x) changes its sign at a. If a = ai then from

the definition of a it follows that any open interval containing a contains also

a point a' such that

f(ai)f(a') =/(«)/(_') <0.
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Hence/(x) changes its sign at a. If a>ai then for any value b^cti and less

than a, f(5) has the same sign as/(«i) or is equal to zero. From this fact it

follows easily that any open interval which contains a and a value ß<a for

which f(ß)^0, contains also two points ßi and ß2 such that ßiHka, ß2>,a and

fißi)fiß2) <0. Hence/(x) changes its sign at a in any case.

If/(x) does not change its sign at any point of the (open or closed) interval

I, thenf(a)f(ß) ^ 0 for any two points a, ß of I. In fact if I should contain two

points a, ß such that f(a)f(ß) <0, then [a, ß] and therefore also I must con-

tain a point y at which/(x) changes its sign, in contradiction to our assump-

tion.

We shall prove now the

Proposition 2. If X denotes an arithmetic chance variable of degree k

and Y denotes an arbitrary chance variable, then the number of changes in sign

of D(x) = P(X<x) — P(Y <x) is less than or equal to 2^ — 1.

Let us first consider the case that k is integral. In this case there are ft dif-

ferent positive values ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak such that P(X = ai) >0 (i = 1, • • • , ft) and

23f=1P(A = at) = 1. It is obvious that at most one change in sign of D(x) can

take place in the interior of the interval 2, = [a,-, oü+i] (i = 1, • • • , ft — 1). Be-

sides the changes in sign in the interior of the intervals Iu ■ ■■ , 2*_i a change

in sign can only occur at the points ai; ■ ■ ■ , ak. Hence the total number of

changes in sign cannot exceed (k — l)+k = 2k — l.

If ft = ft'+l/2, where ft' denotes a nonnegative integer, then P(A = 0) >0

and there exist k' different positive values on, • • • , ak< such that P(X = ai) >0

(i = l, • • • , ft') ¡md22Z-iF(X=ai)+P(X = 0) = \. Let us denote the point 0

by a0. It is obvious that in the interior of the interval 2¿= [«;, ai+i]

(i = 0, 1, • • • , ft' —1) at most one change in sign of D(x) can take place.

Further changes in sign ran occur only at the points on, • • • , ak>. Hence the

total number of changes in sign cannot exceed 2k' = 2ft — 1.

Proposition 3. If X and Y denote two arithmetic chance variables of

degree less than or equal to k, then the number of changes in sign of D(x)

= P(X<x) —P(Y<x) is less than or equal to 2^ — 2.

First let us consider the case that both chance variables X and F are of the

degree ft. If ft is a positive integer, then there exist two systems of k positive

values an, ■ ■ ■ , ak and ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßk such that
k k

2ZP(X = ai)=   £P(7 = ft) = 1.
t=i ¿-i

We may assume that «i = j3i. (If it happens that ßi<ai , we can change the

notation.) Hence Z)(x) has no change in sign at the point «i. Since in the in-
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terior of the interval [a¡, a,+i] (i=l, • • • , k — 1) at most one change in sign

can take place and further changes in sign can occur only at the points

a2, «3, • ■ • , oik, the total number of changes in sign cannot exceed (k — 1)

+ (£ —1) =2& —2. lik = k' + l/2, where k' denotes a nonnegative integer, then

P(X = 0) >0, P(F = 0) >0 and there exist two systems of k' positive numbers

ai, ■ ■ ■ ,ak';ßi, ■ ■ ■ ,ßk'S\ichth&tP(X=ai)>0,P(Y=ßi)>0(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k')

and

k' k '

¿ P(X = at) + P(X = 0) = 2Z P(Y = ßi) + P(Y = 0) = 1.
t=i ¿_i

We may assume that «l^ßi. It is obvious that D(x) has no change in sign in

the interior of the interval [0, ai]. Since D(x) has at most one change in sign

in the interior of the interval [a,-, a,+i] (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k' — l), and since further

changes in sign can occur only at the points „i, • • • , av, the total number of

changes in sign cannot exceed 2k' — 1 =2k — 2. Hence Proposition 3 is proved

if X and Y are of the degree k.

Let us now consider the case that X or F or both are of degree less

than k. Let for instance the degree of X be less than k. Hence the degree of X

is less than or equal to k —1/2 and therefore on account of Proposition 2 the

number of changes in sign of D(x) cannot exceed 2(k —1/2) — 1 =2k — 2.

Proposition 4. i/ X and Y denote two arithmetic chance variables of

degree less than or equal to k > 1 and if there exists a positive number a such that

P(X = a)>0 and P(Y = a)>0, then the number of changes in sign of D(x)

= P(X <x) — P(Y <x) is less than or equal to 2k —3.

We may assume that P(X<a)^P(Y <a). Consider first the case that

P(F<a)>0 and denote by a' the greatest value less than a for which

P(Y = a')>0. It is obvious that D(x) has no change in sign in the interior

of the interval [„', a]. If D(x) is identically zero in the interior of [a', a],

then D(x) has no change in sign at a'. If D(x) is not identically zero in the

interior of [a', a] and if P(X^a)=P(Y^a), then D(x) has no change in

sign at a. Finally if P(X-=a) >P(Y^a) and a" denotes the smallest value

greater than a for which P(Y = a") >0, then D(x) has no change in sign in

the interior of the interval [«,„"]. Hence in any case the number of changes

in sign of D(x) cannot exceed (2k — 1) — 2=2¿ — 3. Now we have to prove

Proposition 4 if P(F<a)=0. Since P(X<a)^P(Y<a) =0, D(x) has no

change in sign at a. If P(X^a) =P(Yfia) = 1, then D(x) has no change in

sign at all and Proposition 4 is proved. We have to consider only the case

that at least one of the values P(X^a), P(Y^a) is less than 1. Let us as-

sume that P(X-=a)^P(Y-=a). The probability P(Y^a) must be less than 1,
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since otherwise also P(X^a) would be equal to 1, in contradiction to our as-

sumption. Denote by ß the smallest value greater than a for which P(F = /3)

>0. Then D(x) has obviously no change in sign in the interior of [a, ß]

and therefore the total number of changes in sign cannot exceed 2k —3. If

P(X^oi) <P(Y^a), then denote by ß the smallest value greater than a for

which P(X=ß) >0. The function D(x) has no change in sign in the interior of

[a, ß] and therefore also in this case the total number of changes in sign of

D(x) cannot exceed 2k — 3.

Proposition 5. Denote by X and Y two chance variables. If the i„th moment

(v = l, ■ ■ ■ , j) of X is finite and equal to the ivth moment of Y, then D(x)

= P(X<x) —P(Y<x) must have at least j changes in sign, unless D(x) is iden-

tically zero.

Denote P(X<x) by V\(x) and P(Y<x) by V2(x). Since the ¿„th moment

of X is equal to the iyth moment of F (v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,j), the Stieltjes integral

/I   00

(a,.** H-+ a,-x*i)d[Vi(x) - Vs(x)] = 0
0

for arbitrary real values ax, ■ ■ ■ , a¡. Denote the integral

. x

(aix¡1 + ■ • ■ + aiXlf)d[Vi(x) — V2(x)]JJ 0

by I\. It is obvious that

(5) lim h = I = 0.
V   ' X-oo

We get by integration by parts

7x = (aiVi + • • ■ + ai\*<)[Vii\) - F2(X)]

(6) rx
iiiaix^-1 + ■ ■ • + ija^i-1) [Vi(x) - V2(x)]dx.

•J 0

Now we shall show that

(7) lim \»[Vi(\) - F2(X)] = 0, v = 1, • • • ,/.
X=oo

Since

X¡*[7i(X) - F2(X)] = X^[l - F2(X)] - \*>[l - Fj(X)]

we have only to show that

(8) lim X4l - Fr(X)] = 0, r = 1, 2.

It is obvious that for any X >0
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/-CO t%   CO

X*»[l - Fr(X)] =   I    \'*dVr(x) ^   I    xWr(x).
X •* X

Since the ¿„th moments of X and Y are finite, we have

/% oo

lim   I     x'*dFr(x) = 0,
x=» Jx

and therefore (8) and (7) must hold. Then we get from the equations (4), (5)

and (6)

(9)
/»  00

diaix"-1 + • • • + ij&fX*?-1)[Vi(x) - V2(x)]dx = 0.
D

Let us suppose that the number of changes in sign of D(x) = Vi(x) — V2(x) is

less than/ and denote by oti<a2< • ■ ■ <ak (k <j) the points at which D(x)

changes its sign. It is obvious that «i>0. Consider the intervals

Ii =  [O, ai], I2 =  [ai, a2], ■ ■ • , Ik =  [a¡t_i, at], Ik+i =  [ak, oo ].

D(x) is in the interior of the interval Iv either everywhere nonnegative or

everywhere nonpositive, and if D(x)^0 (^0) in the interior of I„ then

D(x)=0 (èO) in the interior of 7,_i (v = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , k + 1). We put

ak+2 = ak+3 = ■ • ■ = a¿ = 0 and consider the k equations

iiaiai"-1 + • • • + ik+iat+ia^-1 = 0,

iiaiaj1-1 + ■ • • + ik+iaic+ia^-1 = 0.

There exists a system of roots ai = ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak+i = ak'+1 such that at least one

among them is not equal to zero. Denote the polynomial

iiaí x'i-1 + • • • + ik+iat'+ix*"-*-1

by Q(x)- It is obvious that «i, • • • , ak are roots of Q(x). Since the number of

changes in sign in the sequence of the coefficients of Q(x) is less than or equal

to k, Q(x) has at most k positive roots. Hence au ■ ■ ■ ,ak must be simple roots

of Q(x) and therefore the sign of Q(x) in the interval /„= [a„_i, a,] is opposite

to the sign of Q(x) in the interval 7„_i (v = 2, ■ ■ ■ , k + 1). From this fact it

follows that the product Q(x)[Vi(x) — V2(x)] has no change of sign at all.

Hence the integral

/;
Q(x)[Vi(x) - V2(x)]dx

can vanish only if Vi(x) — V2(x) is identically zero. This proves Proposition 5.
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From Propositions 2 and 5 follows easily

Proposition 6. If X denotes an arithmetic chance variable of degree ft

and Y denotes a chance variable such that 2ft different moments of Y are equal to

the corresponding moments of X, then P(Y <x) is identically equal to P(X <x).

From Propositions 3 and 5 we get the

Proposition 7. For each system of moments M<„ ■ • ■ , Mfj there exists at

most one chance variable which is characteristic relative to Mtx, ■ ■ ■ , Mi¡.

We shall now prove the

Proposition 8. If the chance variable X is characteristic relative to

Mi„ • • • , Mij, and M' is the rth moment of X, where r>ii, ■ - • , i,-, then

Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , Mij, Mr for Mr<Mr' cannot be realized as moments of the orders

ii, ■ ■ ■ , ii, r.

Let us suppose that there exists a chance variable F with the moments

Milt ■ ■ ■ , Mij, Mr where Mr<Mr' ■ We shall deduce a contradiction from

this assumption. We can assume that F is an arithmetic chance variable, be-

cause according to a well known theorem a finite system of moments can

always be realized by an arithmetic chance variable. On account of Proposi-

tion 5, D(x) = P(Y <x) — P(X<x) must have at least/ changes in sign. Since

X is a characteristic chance variable, the number of changes in sign of D(x)

cannot exceed/; hence the number of changes in sign must be equal to j. It

is easy to see that the number of changes in sign can be equal to / only if the

greatest value x' for which P(Y = x') >0 is greater than the greatest value x"

for which P(A = x")>0. We denote by Yd the arithmetic chance variable

defined as follows :

Mi  - Mr M/  - Mr
P(Yd = d)=-,        PiYd= x') = PiY = x')-,

dr dr

PiY i = x) = PiY = x), loi x ^ d, x',

where d>x' and P{Y — x') >(M/ —Mr)/d'. The differences between the mo-

ments (of the orders ix, ■ ■ • , ii, r) of X and the corresponding moments of Y d

become arbitrarily small if we choose d sufficiently large. It is obvious that

P(A<x)— PiY d<x) has always the same sign as P(X<x) —P(F<x).

Since the number of changes in sign of Dix) is equal to j, a polynomial

P(x) = aiXü+ • • ■ +a,x<'+arxr can be given such that P'(x) =îiaixil_l+ ■ ■ •

+jiaJx*'~l+rarxr~1 has always the same sign as that of P(X<x) —P(F<x)

and therefore has also the same sign as that of P(X<x) —P(Yd<x) for any d.

Since P(Yd<x) =P(Y<x) for any x<x' and since P(Y<x)-P(X <x) is not

equal to zero for any x<x', the integral
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/I   CO

P'(x)[P(Yd < x) - P(X < x)]dx
a

cannot converge towards zero if d—> oo. But on the other hand the moments of

the order ix, ■ • ■ , ij, r of Yd converge towards the corresponding moments of

X if d—> oo and therefore, as can easily be shown, the above integral must con-

verge towards zero. Hence we get a contradiction and our proposition is

proved.

Definition 7. A sequence {X,} of chance variables is said to be convergent

towards the chance variable X, in symbols lim,=00X¿ = X, if {P(X,<x)}

(i= 1, 2, • • ■ , ad inf.) converges uniformly towards P(X <x) in any closed set

of values of x which does not contain any point of discontinuity of P(X <x).

In the following development we shall understand by "X is equal to F,"

in symbols X = Y, that P(X<x) is identically equal to P(Y<x).

For any integer r we shall denote the rth moment of a chance variable X

alsobyMr(X).

Definition 8. A chance variable Xa defined for any point a of a domain D

is said to be a continuous function of a in D, if for any a in D and for any se-

quence of points {a{} in D which converges towards a, lim,_„Xai = Xa.

Now we shall prove

Proposition 9. If {X¿} (¿ = 1,2, • • • , ad inf.) denotes a sequence of arith-

metic chance variables of degree less than a certain integer n which converges

towards the chance variable X, and if for a certain positive integer r, {M r(X¿)}

(i= 1, 2, ■ • • , ad inf.) is bounded, then lim¡=00Afs(X¿) =Ma(X) for any positive

integer s<r.

It is obvious that X is an arithmetic chance variable of degree less than n.

Denote by es(Xi, /) the Stieltjes integral f^x,dP(Xi <x) where t >0. It is ob-

vious that for any positive value t for which P(X^t) =0

lim [Mk(Xi) - ek(Xi, t)] = Mk(X), h = 1, 2, • • • , ad inf.
1=00

Suppose that {Afr(X,)} is bounded for a certain r. Since er(X<, t) =Mr(Xl)

(i=l, • • • , ad inf.), {er(Xi, t)} must also be bounded. That is to say, there

exists a positive value N such that ír(X¿, t)<N for any integer i and for

any positive value t. Hence e,(X,-, t) <N/t îov s =1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r— 1. Let us now

suppose that for a certain s<r, Ms(Xi) does not converge towards MS(X).

Then a subsequence {Xt>} (/= 1, ■ • -, ad inf.) can be given such that Ms(Xt)

converges with increasing/ towards a value Ml ?= Ma(X). We choose a value /

for which P(X<¿) = 1 and N/t<\Ms' -M3(X)\/2. It is obvious that for
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this t, Ms(Xi) — ts(Xt, t) cannot converge towards MS(X). Hence we have

a contradiction and the assumption that M,(X¿) does not converge towards

MsiX) is proved to be an absurdity.

Proposition 10. 2/{X<] (i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) denotes a sequence of arith-

metic chance variables of degree less than or equal to ft, and if there exists an

integer r for which \Mr(Xi)} (i = l, • • • , ad inf.) is bounded, then there exists

a subsequence {X,y] (/ = 1, • • • , ad inf.) which is convergent.

Since Xi is of degree less than or equal to k, there exists a subsequence

{Xi } of {Xi} such that the number of different values with positive proba-

bility is the same for each element of the sequence {Xi ) (i = 1, • • • , ad inf.).

Denote this number by s. Denote by a¿,i< • • • <a,-,, the values for which

P(Xi =c¿i,m) >0 (m = l, ■ ■ ■ , s). It is obvious that there exists a subsequence

[X'j ) (j = 1, • • • , ad inf.) of the sequence {X/ } such that lim P(Xíj = aij,m)

exists íor m = l, ■ • ■ , s and the sequence {a,,,m} (j = l, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) con-

verges for each m^s towards a finite value or towards infinity. Since

{Mr(Xi)} (i = 1, • • • , ad inf.) is bounded, lim3=„ P(X</ =o;iy,m) =0 for all »»

for which lim ,•_„«;,.,„= oo. Since a,-,i< a, ,2 < ■ • ■ <«,,„ we have lim aijim= oo

if lim dij,m-i— oo. Hence there exists an integer m'^s such that for any in-

teger m>m' and less than or equal to s, lim a«,,m= °° and for any integer

»» ̂  »»', lim otij.m is finite. Denote lim aijtm by am and lim P(X{¡ = a¿íim) by pm

for any m^m'. It is obvious that22^m=ipm — I and [Xtf } converges towards

the arithmetic chance variable X defined as follows: P(X = am)=pm for

m^m' and P(X = a)=0 for any a^cti, ■ • • , <xm>. Hence Proposition 10 is

proved.

Proposition 11. Denote by {Xt) (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) a sequence of arith-

metic chance variables of degree less than or equal to ft for which {Mr(Xi)}

is bounded for a certain integer r. If {Xi} does not converge towards the chance

variable X, then there exists a convergent subsequence {A,,} such that

lim,-.« X,-. = F * X.

Since {X¿| does not converge towards X, there exists a positive e, a

sequence of numbers {on} contained in a closed set which does not contain

any discontinuity point of P(X<x), and a subsequence ¡X/ } of {Xi} such

that |P(X/ <ai) — P(X<ai)\ >t for i = l, ■ ■ • , ad inf. Hence no subse-

quence of the sequence {X/ } can converge towards X. On account of Propo-

sition 10 there exists a convergent subsequence |X/' } of the sequence {X/ }.

Hence lim X/' must be different from X and our proposition is proved.

Proposition 12. Denote by {Xn} (« = 1, • • • , ad inf.) a sequence of arith-

metic chance variables of the degree less than or equal to (j+l)/2, where j denotes
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a nonnegative integer. Denote further by X an arithmetic chance variable of

degree less than or equal to (j+l)/2 for which Mi^X), ■ • • , Mi¡(X) are finite

and ii<i2< ■ • ■ <ij denote certain integers. If limn=00 Mir(Xn)=Miv(X)

(v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,/), then lim Xn = X.

Let us suppose that {Xn} does not converge towards X but lim Miy(Xn)

= Mi,(X) (f = l, • • • ,/). According to Proposition 11 there exists a subse-

quence {X„m} (m = 1, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) such that limm=co Xn„ = X'^X. It is obvi-

ous that X' is of degree less than or equal to (j+l)/2. Consider now the case

that there exists an integer r>i¡ such that {Afr(X„m)} (m = l, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.)

is bounded. Then we have on account of Proposition 9, Miy(X) =lim Mir(X„m)

= Mi,(X'). From Proposition 5 it follows that D(x) =P(X<x) -P(X'<x)

must have at least/ changes in sign. But this is not possible since on account

of Proposition 3, D(x) cannot have more than 2(/+l)/2 —2=/ —1 changes in

sign. Hence for any integer r>i¡, {Afr(X„m)| is not bounded. Hence there

exists a subsequence {Xñm} of {X„m} such that limm_M MT(X'nm) = °o. De-

note by am the greatest value for which P(X'nm = am) >0. Obviously

lim am=oo. Since lim X'nm = X', lim P(X'nm=am) must be equal to zero.

From this fact it follows easily that the degree of X' must be less than or

equal to (j+l)/2 — 1 = (/' —1)/2. From Proposition 9 we get that

Miv(X') = lim Miv(X'nm) = Mit(X),    v - 1, ••-,/- 1.

Hence according to Proposition 5, D(x) = P(X<x) — P(X'<x) must have at

least/ —1 changes in sign. But this is not possible, because the degree of X'

is less than or equal to (j—l)/2 and therefore on account of Proposition 2 the

number of changes in sign of D(x) is less than or equal to 2(j—1)/2 — 1 =/ —2.

Hence we obtain a contradiction and our assumption that {Xn} does not

converge towards X is proved to be an absurdity.

Proposition 13. Denote by Miv ■ ■ ■ , Mij the moments of the orders

ii<i2< ■ ■ • <ij of a certain chance variable X. There exists always a chance

variable X' which is characteristic relative to M%x, ■ ■ ■ , Mir

We shall prove this proposition by mathematical induction. Proposition

13 is obviously true for/ = 1. We shall suppose that 13 is true for any integer

r = k. That is to say, we shall make the

Assumption Ak. Denote by Af,-,, ■ • • , Mir the moments of the orders

ii< ■ ■ ■ <iT of a certain chance variable X, where r = k. There exists a chance

variable X' which is characteristic relative to Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , Mir.

In order to prove -i4*+i, we shall first prove by means of Ak the
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Lemma Bk. If the chance variable which is characteristic relative to the mo-

ments Mi„ ■ ■■ , Mir (ri=&) is not degenerate, then there exists a positive ô such

that any r-luple M'iu ■ ■ ■ , M'iT can be realized as moments for which

| Mtl - M'i,\ < 5, ■ ■ ■ , \ Mir_, - M'ir_, | < S

andM'ir>Mir — 5.

We shall say that an «-tuple yt, • ■ • , y„ lies in the e-neighborhood of the

«-tuple xi, • • • , x„ if |xi-yi| <e, • •■ , |x„-y„| <e.

Bk is obviously true for r = 1. We shall prove Bk for r by assuming that

it is true for r—1. Denote by X the chance variable which is characteristic

relative to Af<„ • • • , Mir and suppose that X is not degenerate. That is to

say, the degree of X is equal to (r+l)/2. According to Ak there exists a

chance variable F which is characteristic relative to Af<„ • • ■ , Mir_,. The

chance variable F is also not degenerate. In fact, if F were degenerate, that

is to say, if the degree of F were less than or equal to (r —1)/2, then according

to Proposition 6, P(X<x) would be identically equal to P(Y<x) and there-

fore also X would be degenerate, in contradiction to our assumption. Hence

the degree of F is equal to r/2. From Propositions 2 and 5 it follows that

Mir(Y) y^MiT(X). Hence on account of Proposition 8, M<r(Y) <Mir(X). Since

Bk is assumed to be true for r —1, there exists a positive € such that any

(r —l)-tuple M'i„ ■ • • , Mir_, in the €-neighborhood of Mit, ■ ■ ■ , Mir_,

can be realized as moments. Hence according to Ak, for each point

M' = M'il, ■ ■ ■ , 2Wír_1 of the e-neighborhood of M = Miu ■ ■ ■ , Mir_„ a chance

variable (and only one) exists which is characteristic relative to M'. Denote by

X(M') the chance variable which is characteristic relative to M'. From Prop-

osition 12 it follows that X(M') is a continuous function of M' in the e-neigh-

borhood of M. For each point M' = M'ix, ■ ■ ■ , M'ir_l of the e-neighborhood

of M the degree of X(M') must be equal to r/2. In fact, if X(M') were of

degree less than r/2, then X(M') would be characteristic also relative to

Mi„ ■ ■ • , M'ir_2 and therefore on account of Proposition 8 not every point of

a neighborhood of M' could be realized, in contradiction to the statement that

every point of the e-neighborhood of M can be realized. Hence the degree of

X(M') is equal to r/2 for any point M' of the e-neighborhood of M. From

this fact it follows easily that for any integer « the «th moment of X(M')

is a continuous function of M' in the e-neighborhood of M. Since X(M) = F

and Mir(Y) <Mir(X), there exists a positive value 5<e such that for any

point M' of the ô-neighborhood of M, the irth moment of X(M') is less than

Mir(X) — S. Consider a certain point M' = M'il, ■ ■ ■ , M'ir_, of the ¿-neighbor-

hood of M and the (r — l)-tuple M{l(d, ??),■■•, Mir_,(d, r¡) defined as follows:
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M'ix — d^rt Mi    , — d^-i-r)
Mif,d, tj) =-, • • •  , Mir_¿d, r¡) =-,

1 - r¡ 1 — r¡

where d and r¡ are positive numbers such that the (r — l)-tuple Mix(d, r¡), ■ ■ ■ ,

Mir_,(d, r¡) is contained in the ô-neighborhood of M. Denote by X(d, rj) the

chance variable which is characteristic relative to M{l(d, ??),•••, Mir_t(d, r¡).

Denote further by Y(d, r¡) the arithmetic chance variable defined as follows:

P[Y(d,v) = x] = P[X(d, v) = x]-(l -v), îorx^d,

P[Y(d,v) = d] = P[X(d,v) = d](l-v) + v.

It is obvious that the z„th moment of Y(d, r¡) is equal to Mi,

(p = l, ■ ■ ■ , r — 1). The ¿rth moment of Y(d, r¡) is a continuous function of

d and rj. For rj=0, Y(d, rj) is equal to X(M') and therefore the irth moment

of Y(d, 0) is less than Mir(X) — 5. Let us now consider two sequences of

positive numbers {d„} and {r¡r} (v = l, ■ • ■ , ad inf.) such that lim d„= co,

limî7,, = 0, limd*r-1r/„ = 0, and lim á'rr)„ = oo. It is obvious that limw=œ M in(d„ n,)

= M'in for n = l, ■ ■ ■ , r—1. Hence for sufficiently large v the (r— l)-tuple

Mifyd,, ij,),••• , Mi^f^d,, ij„) lies in the ¿-neighborhood of M for any posi-

tive 7j„ íS r\v. On the other hand the ¿rth moment of Y(dt, 7]„) converges towards

infinity. If a denotes an arbitrary number greater than Mir(X) — 5, then for

sufficiently large v the ¿rth moment of Y(d„, -qv) will be greater than a. Since

the ¿rth moment of Y(dv, 0) is less than a, there exists a number fiv<7¡, such

that the irth moment of Y(d„ rj,) is equal to a. This proves the Lemma Bk.

Now we shall prove v4i+i by means of Ak and Bk. Denote by Miu ■ ■ -,Mik+l

the moments of the ordersix< ■ ■ ■ <4+i of a certain chance variableX. Ac-

cording to Ak there exists a chance variable Y which is characteristic rela-

tive to Mit, ■ ■ ■ , Mik. If F is degenerate, then according to Proposition 6,

X must be equal to F and F is therefore characteristic also relative to

Milf • • • , Mik+l. Hence in this case Ak+i is proved. We have to consider only

the case that F is not degenerate. Hence the degree of F is equal to (& + l)/2.

On account of Proposition 8, Mik+l(Y) = Mik+1. If Mit+l(Y) =Mik+1, then F

is characteristic relative to Af,-„ • • • , Mik+1 and ^+1 is proved. We have to

deal only with the case that Mik+1(Y) <Mik+1. Denote by da the greatest posi-

tive value for which P(F = ¿0)>0. Consider the chance variable Yd,( which

is characteristic relative to

Mij — d''ii Mik — d^-e
Mi,(d, «0 - —:-'     • • , Mik(d, e) =-,

1 — € 1 — e

where d>d0. On account of Bk, Yd.t exists for sufficiently small e. According

to Proposition 12, lim<=0F,¡,e = F. Hence for sufficiently small values of €,
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Yd,t is not degenerate. From Proposition 12 and Bk it follows easily that for

any given d the set of values e for which Y d-t exists and is not degenerate is

an open set. Hence there exists a smallest value t(d) for which F<¡,e(t¡) is de-

generate or does not exist. First we shall prove

Lemma 1. P(Yd¡( = d) —Ofor d>d0 and for any tfor which Yd,, exists.

Let us suppose that there exists a value d > d0 and a positive e such that

Fdl€ exists and P(Yd,t = d) >0. Consider the chance variable Yd,e defined as

follows :
P(Yd,t = d) = PiYd,e = d)(l - t) + t;

P(Yd,t = x) = P(Yd,t = x)-(l - t), for x ^ d.

It is obvious that Mif(Yá.i) =Miy (v= I, ■ ■ ■ , k) and the degree of Ydit is not

greater than the degree of Yd,(. Hence Ydit is characteristic relative to

Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , Mik. According to Proposition 7, Ydil must be equal to F, which

is not the case, since P(Yd,( = d) >0 and P(Y = d) =0. Hence we have a con-

tradiction and the assumption P(Yd,t = d) >0 is proved to be an absurdity.

We shall now prove the

Lemma 2. If d>d0 then for each t<t(d), P(Yd,l^d)=0.

In fact F£f,o= F and therefore P(Fd,0^d) =0. On account of Proposition

12, Yd,t is a continuous function of e in the half open interval [0, t(d)). Hence

if there exists a value t'<t(d) for which P(Yd,t,^d) >0, then P(Yd,( = d) >0

must hold for a certain value e = e" ^ e', in contradiction to Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. For d>d0, Yd,t(d) exists andP(Yd,^d)^d)=0.

Denote by {e„} a sequence of positive numbers for which e„<e(¿) and

lim e„ = e(á). Consider the corresponding sequence {Fá,en} of chance varia-

bles. On account of Proposition 10 there exists a convergent subsequence

{ Yd,t'n} of the sequence { Yd,tn}. Denote limn=00 F<¡,,; by Yd. Since according

to Lemma 1, P(F,¡,e2:á)=0, {Mr(Yd,t'J} is bounded for any integerr. Hence

we have on account of Proposition 9

lim MriYdyn) = MriYd)

v = 1, • ■ • , k; n = I, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf..

Mi, - d^tid)

for any integer r. Then from

Miv - d^-tn

Mir =-,
1 — e„

it follows that

Mi  — d>e„'
MiviYd) = lim

l-en'
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Since Yd is characteristic relative to the above moments, Ydííid) exists and is

equal to Yd. From P(Yd,t„^d) =0 and lim Yd,¿ = Yd,t(d) it follows that

P(Yd,t(d)>d)=0. Since on account of Lemma 1, P(Yd,,id) =d) =0, we have

P(Yd.lld)^d)=0.

Now we are able to prove

Lemma 4. Besides e(d) no other value e' can be given for which Ydit> exists

and is degenerate provided d>d0.

Let us suppose that there exists a positive e'?*e(d) for which Yd,t> exists

and is degenerate. Consider the chance variables Yd,t- and Ydtt{d) defined as

follows:

P(Yd,t = d) = e;P(Yd,e = x) = P(Yd,. = x)- (1 - e), for x ^ d; e = é', e(d).

Since Yd,t' and Yd,Hd) are degenerate, their degrees are less than or equal to

{k + Y)/2 — l/2 = k/2. The degree of Yd,t' and that of Yd,^d) are obviously not

greater than k/2 +1. Hence on account of Proposition 4,

D(x) = P(Yd.t. < x) - P(?i,.ld) < x)

has at most 2(^/2 + 1) —3=k—l changes in sign. Since Mir(Ydy)

= Miy(Ydit(d))=Mii) (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , k), D(x) must be identically equal to zero

on account of Proposition 5. But D(x) cannot be identically equal to zero

since P(Ydil' =d) = e', P(Yd,t(d) =d)=e(d) and e'^e(d). Hence the assumption

that there exists an t' ¿¿t(d) for which Yd¡l< exists and is degenerate is proved

to be an absurdity.

Let us consider a sequence of numbers {dn} (n = l, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) for which

d„>d0 andlim¿n=á>¿o. We shall show that lim e(d„) =e(d) and Km Ydn,t(dn)

= Fd,e(d). In order to prove lim Ydn¡tídny = Yd,eid), we have only to show on

account of Proposition 11 that for each convergent subsequence { Fdn>,e(,in<)}

of the sequence { Ydn,tidn)}

lim Fd„'.«(6V) = Yd,,(d).

Denote lim Fdi/,,«,„.) by F*. Since P[Fd„-,í((¡n0 >d„'] =0, {Jf,(Fd....<„,.,)}

is bounded for any r. Hence we have on account of Proposition 9

lim Mr(Ydn',t^',) = Mr(Y*)

for any positive integer r. Since

Mi,-(dn'y>-t(dn')

Mt,(Y4n',.(in">) =-;-777^-
1 — e(d„ )

converges with increasing n and since lim (dn') '» = di"> do*' > Mi,, the sequence
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{e(aY)} must also converge. Denote lim e(aV) by e*. Then F* is characteris-

tic relative to

Mh(d, «*),-• • ,Mik(d,t*);

that is to say, F* is equal to Fd,,.. Since Fd,«o = lim Fdn<,<(<V) and Fdn<,e(lV)

is degenerate, Fd,e. must also be degenerate. Then according to Lemma 4,

e* = tid) and therefore Fd,(« is equal to Fd,€(d). Hence our statement that

lim Fá„,«(á„) = Fá,e(<¡) is proved. Since according to Lemma 3, P(Fd„,i(dn)

>dn) =0 and therefore -M"r(Fd„,e(d„)) is bounded for any integer r, we have on

account of Proposition 9

lim J2r(Fdll,e(dn)) = Mr(Yd,Hd)).
n=oo

From this it follows that lim t(d„) = e(d) and that the moments of Fd,e(d) are

continuous functions of d for d > d0.

Denote by Yd,e the chance variable defined as follows:

P(jd.t = d) = t;    P(Yd,t = x) = PiYd,t = x)-(l-t), for x ^ d.

It is obvious that

Mi(Yd,i) = Mi,, v - 1, • • • , k.

In order to show that iimd=0O Mik+1(Yd,itd)) = oo we have only to show that for

any sequence {dn} for which lim dn=°o, dnike(dn) does not converge to-

wards zero. In order to prove the latter statement, let us assume that

lim dn'*e(d„)=0 and lim dn==o. It is obvious that lim dj'^dn) =0 for

v = l,2, • ■ ■ ,k. Hence

lim Miv(Yd,nd)) = Mi,, v = 1, • • • , k.
d= «

Since F is characteristic relative to Miv ■ ■ ■ , Mit, we have, on account of

Proposition 12, lim Fdn,<(<¡n) = F. But this is not possible since Fd„,((d„) is

degenerate and therefore lim Fdn,e(d„) must also be degenerate and conse-

quently cannot be equal to F which is not degenerate. Hence we have

lim Mik+1 (Fdn,e(d„)) = oo.

On account of Proposition 10 there exists a sequence {¿„} such that

dn>do, lim dn = d0, and the sequence { Fdn,e(dr,)} is convergent. Denote

lim Fd„,e(d„) by F*. Since Miy(Ydn,i(dn))=Mij, (v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,k) and P(Fd„,<(dn)

>á„)=0, we have, on account of Proposition 9, M{,(Y*) =Mir (v = l, ■ ■ ■ ,k).

The degree of Yd,(<d) is less than or equal to ft/2 and therefore the degree of

F<i,e(d) is less than or equal to ft/2 + 1. Hence also the degree of Y* is less than

or equal to ft/2 + 1. Now we shall show that P(F* = ¿0) >0. Let us assume that

PiY* = do) =0. Then lim t(dn) must be equal to zero. Hence lim M,- (Fdn.«(dn))
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= Miy (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , k), and then on account of Proposition 12, Ydn,c(dn)

must converge towards F which cannot be the case since Ydrt¡({dn) is degener-

ate and F is not degenerate. Hence P(F* = ¿0)>0 is proved. Since

P(Y = d0) >0, P(Y* = d0) >0, we get from Proposition 4 that the number of

changes in sign of D(x)=P(Y*<x)—P(Y<x) is less than or equal to

2(*/2 + l)-3 = A-l. Since Miy(Y*)=Miv (Y) (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , k), on account of

Proposition 5, D(x) must be identically equal to zero, that is to say, F* = Y.

Hence

lim Mik+1(Ydn,Hdn)) = Mik+1(Y*) = Mik+1(Y) < Mik+l.

Since limd=0O Mik+l(Yd,c(d)) = oo and Mit+1(Yd,Hd)) is a continuous function of

d, there exists a value d' such that Mik+1(Yd'¡t(dn) = Mik+1. The degree of

F<¡',«(<¡') is less than or equal to k/2 + í, and therefore Y¿>mí') is characteristic

relative to Af,-„ • ■ • , Mit+1. This proves Ak+i, and therefore Proposition 13 is

also proved.

Since Proposition 13 is proved, Bk is also proved for any positive integer k.

Hence we can formulate

Proposition 14. If the chance variable which is characteristic relative to

the moments M,•„ • • • , Mik is not degenerate, then there exists a positive ô such

that any k-tuple M'¡„ ■ • • , M'ik in the b-neighborhood of the k-tuple

Miu ■ ■ • , Mik can be realized as moments of the orders ix, ■ ■ ■ , ik.

4. Solution of Problem 1. Denote by M,u ■ ■ • , Mik the moments of the

order ii<u< ■ ■ ■ <ikoîa, certain chance variable X. Denote by X' the char-

acteristic chance variable relative to Mi1} ■ ■ ■ , Mik. If X' is degenerate,

then according to Proposition 6 no chance variable Y^X' exists for which

Miv(Y) =Mir(X') (v = l, • ■ ■ , k). Hence the sharp lower and the sharp upper

limits of P(X<d) are equal to P(X' <d) and our problem is solved. Through-

out the following development we shall suppose that X' is not degenerate.

Consider the ¿-tuple of values

Miv - d''"-X
Mt,(d, X) = —\-, v = 1, • • • , *,

1 — A

where ¿>0, 0^X<1. According to Proposition 14 the ¿-tuple Mix(d, X), ■ ■ • ,

Mik(d, X) can be realized as moments for sufficiently small values of X. De-

note by Y(d, X) the characteristic chance variable relative to the moments

Mtl(d, X), •■ • , Mik(d, X). Denote further by Y(d, X) the arithmetic chance

variable defined as follows:

P[Y(d, \) = d\ = P[Y(d, X) = d](l - X) + X,

P[Y(d,\) = x] = P[Y(d,\) = »1(1 - X), forx * d.
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It is obvious that

Mi,\7(d, X)] - Mi„ ,= l,--,ft.

From Proposition 14 it follows that for any given d >0 the set Í2 of values of X

for which the characteristic chance variable relative to the moments

Mi^d, X), • • • , Mikid, X) exists and is not degenerate is an open set. Denote

by X<¡ the smallest positive value not belonging to ß.

As is well known, MT'lrikMt for any integer r<s, and the equality sign

holds only if the chance variable is of the degree less than or equal to 1. Since

for X <Xd the characteristic chance variable Y id, X) is not degenerate, we have

[MiJ,d, X)}V«, < Mi,(d, X),        for p < v, p < ft, v ̂  ft.

From these inequalities and from the fact that negative moments are not

possible, it follows easily that if ft ̂  3, Xd < 1 for any positive value d. If ft = 2,

Xd can be equal to 1 only if d = Mil11^.

Now we shall prove

Proposition 15. Denote by {X„} (« = 1,2, • • • , ad inf.) a sequence of posi-

tive values such that X„<Xd and lim X„ = Xd. Then lim Y(d, X„) exists and is

equal to the chance variable Yd which is characteristic relative to the ft — 1 mo-

ments Mi,(d, Xd), • • • , Mik_,(d, Xd). If Fd is not degenerate, then Yd is charac-

teristic also relative to the ft moments Mix(d, Xd), • • ■ , Mik(d, Xd).

According to Proposition 10 there exists a convergent subsequence of the

sequence { Y(d, X„)} (« = 1, • • • , ad inf.). Denote by { Y(d, X„')} a conver-

gent subsequence of { Y(d, Xn)} and denote lim Y(d, Xn' ) by F*. If Y(d, Xd)

exists, then according to Proposition 12, F* must be equal to Y(d, Xd). Since

Y(d, Xd) is degenerate, Y(d, Xd) is characteristic also relative to the ft — 1 mo-

ments Mi,(d, Xd), • • • , Mik_,(d, Xd). Hence F* = Y(d, Xd) = Fd. We have now

to consider the case that Y(d, Xd) does not exist, that is to say, the ft-tuple

Mfl(d, Xd), •• • , Mik(d, Xd) cannot be realized as moments. On account of

Proposition 9,

Mi,(Y*) = Mi,id,\d), r-l,--.,*-l.

Since the ft-tuple Mix(d, Xd), • • • , Mikid, Xd) cannot be realized,

Mik(Y*) * Mik(d,\d).

From this it follows on account of Proposition 9 that [Mr[Y(d, X„')]}

(» = 1,2, •• • , ad inf.) is not bounded for any integer r>ik. Hence there exists

a subsequence { Y(d, X„")} such that lim«.«, Mr[Y(d, X„")] = oo. Denote by

a» the greatest positive value for which P[Y(d, X„")=c*„]>0. It is obvious

that lim aB — oo and
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limP[7(d,X»") = «»] = 0.

Hence the degree of F* must be less than or equal to (¿ + l)/2 —1 = (k —1)/2.

Since Miy(Y*)=Miy(d, \d) (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , k — 1), Y* is characteristic and de-

generate relative to Mtt(d, Xd), • • • , Mik_,(d, \d). That is to say, F* = Yd and

Yd is degenerate.

Hence we have proved that in any case the limit of a convergent subse-

quence of { Y(d, X„)} is equal to Yd. From this fact it follows on account of

Proposition 11 that lim Y(d, \n) = Yd. As we have shown, Yd = Y(d, Xd) if

Y(d, X<¡) exists, and Yd is degenerate if Y(d, \d) does not exist. Hence Proposi-

tion 15 is proved.

Proposition 16. P(Yd = d)=0, where Yd denotes the characteristic chance

variable relative to the k — 1 moments Mix(d, Xd), ■ ■ ■ , Mik_t(d, Xd).

Let us suppose P(Yd = d) >0. Denote by Yd the chance variable defined as

follows:

P(Yd = d) = P(Yd = d)-(l- Xd) + Xd;

P(Yd = x) = P(Yd = x) ■ (1 - Xd), for x f£ d.

If Y(d, Xd) exists, then Miy(Yd)=Miy(d, \d) (v = \, ■ ■ ■ , k) and therefore

Miy(Yd) = Miy (v=\, ■ ■ ■ , k). The degree of Yd is equal to the degree of Yd.

Hence Yd is characteristic and degenerate relative to Mt„ ■ • • , Mik, in con-

tradiction to our assumption that the characteristic chance variable relative

to Miv • ■ • , Mik is not degenerate. If Y(d, X¿) does not exist, then Yd is

degenerate. That is to say, the degree of Yd is less than or equal to (k —1)/2.

Since MiyÇYd) = Mir (v = \, ■ ■ ■ , k — 1) and the degree of Yd is equal to the

degree of Yd, Yd is characteristic and degenerate relative to the k — 1 mo-

ments Miu ■ ■ ■ , Mik_v But on account of our assumption that the character-

istic chance variable relative to M,„ • • ■ , Mik is not degenerate, from Propo-

sition 6 it follows that the characteristic chance variable relative to

Miv ■ • • , Mik_1 also cannot be degenerate. Hence we have a contradiction

and the assumption that P(Yd = d) >0 is proved to be an absurdity.

Proposition 17. Denote by {dn} and {X„} (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , ad inf.) two

sequences of positive values such that lim dn = d>0, limXn=X<X¿. Then

lim Y(dn,\n) = Y(d,\).

On account of Proposition 14, Y(d„, X„) exists for almost every n. Since

lim Miy [Y(dn, Xn) ] = Miy [Y(d, X) ], we have on account of Proposition 12 that

Km Y(dn, X„) = Y(d, X).

Proposition 18. The sharp lower limit ad of P(X <d) is equal to P(Yd<d),

and the sharp upper limit bd of P(X<d) is equal to P(Yd = d) where Yd denotes
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the arithmetic chance variable defined as follows:

P(Yd = d) = \d; P(Yd= x) = P(Yd= x)-(l - Xd), iorx^d.

We shall consider two cases.

(1) Fd is not degenerate. Hence the degree of Yd is equal to ft/2. According

to Proposition 15, Fd is characteristic also relative to Mix(d,\d), ■ ■ ■ ,Mik(d,\d).

Hence

Mi,(Yd) = Mi,, v = 1, • • • , ft.

Since, according to Proposition 16, P(Fd = d)=0, the degree of Yd is obvi-

ously equal to ft/2 +1. Let us suppose that there exists a chance variable X

such that Miy(X) = Miy iv = 1, • • ■ , ft) and P(X <d) <P(Yd<d). Denote by a

the greatest number less than d for which P(Fd = a)>0. It is obvious that

D(x) = P(X <x) — P(Yd<d) has no change in sign in the interior of the inter-

val [a, d]. If D(x) is identically zero in the interior of [a, d], then D(x)

has no change in sign at a. If D(x) is not identically zero in the interior of

[a, d] and if P(X^d) =P(Fd^d), then D(x) has no change in sign at d.

Finally if P(X^d)>P(Yd^d) and if ß denotes the smallest value greater

than d for which P(Yd=ß) >0, then D(x) has no change in sign in the interior

of the interval [d, ß]. From this fact it follows easily that the number of

changes in sign of D(x) cannot exceed 2(ft/2 + l) —3 = ft —1. Since Miy(X)

= Mir(Y) (v = 1, • ■ - , ft), this is in contradiction to Proposition 5. Hence the

assumption P(X<d) <P(Yd <d) is proved to be an absurdity. Now let us as-

sume that there exists a chance variable X such that Miy(X) =Mi,

(v = l, ■ ■ ■ , ft) and P(X<d)>P(Yd^d). Denote by ß the smallest number

greater than d for which P(Yd=ß)>0. It is obvious that D(x)=P(X<x)

— P(Yd<x) has no change in sign at the point d and also no change in sign in

the interior of the interval [d, ß]. Hence the number of changes in sign of

D(x) cannot exceed 2(ft/2 + l) —3 = ft — 1. But this is in contradiction to Prop-

osition 5, and the assumption P(X<d) >P(Yd^d) therefore is proved to be an

absurdity.

We now have to show that the limits P(Yd<d) and P(Yd^d) are sharp.

Since Miy(Yd)=Miv (»» = 1, ■ • • , ft), the lower limit P(Yd<d) is evidently

sharp. Denote by {¿„} (» = 1, 2, • • • , ad inf.) a sequence of positive numbers

for which dn<d and lim dn = d. Denote by X some value less than Xd. It is

obvious that Y(d„, X) exists for almost every » and that on account of

Proposition 12, limn=0O Y(dn, X) = Y(d, X). Since P(Fd = a')=0 the function

P(Yd<x) is constant in the neighborhood of x = d. Then from limx_xd F(a", X)

= Yd it follows that there exists a positive r¡ such that

lim P[Y(d, X) < d - -q] = PiYd < d).
x=xd
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Hence to an arbitrarily small positive « a value Xf <\d can be given such that

P[Y(d, X) < d - r¡] > P(Yd <d)-t

for any X greater than Xe and smaller than \d. Since limn=00 Y(dn, X) = Y(d, X),

(a) P[Y(dn, X) < d] > P(Yd < d) - 2e

for almost every n. On account of dn<d,

(b) P[Y(dn, X) < d] = (1 - \)P[Y(dn, X) < d] + X,

and on account of P(Yd = d) =0,

(c) P(Yd S d) = (1 - \d)P(Yd <d)+ Xd.

From (a), (b), and (c), it follows that if we choose X sufficiently near to Xd,

we have

P[Y(dn, X) < d] > P(Yd = d) - 3e.

Since Miy [ Y(dn, X) ] = Miy (v = 1, • - • , k) and since e can be chosen arbitrarily

small, the upper limit P(Yd^d) is proved to be sharp. Hence Proposition 18

is proved if Yd is not degenerate.

(2) Yd is degenerate. Denote the degree of Yd by k'/2 where k' denotes a

positive integer. It is obvious that k' = k — l. Since the characteristic chance

variable relative to Miv • ■ ■ , Mik is not degenerate, from Proposition 6 it fol-

lows that also the characteristic chance variable relative to M(l, • • • , Mik>

is not degenerate. Considering only the moments of the orders ii, ■ ■ ■ , ik> we

have case (1) since Yd is obviously characteristic and degenerate relative to

the moments Mi(d, \d), ■ ■ ■ , Mik'(d, \d). Hence P(Yd<d) is the greatest

lower and P(Yd^d) is the least upper bound of P(Z<d) where P(Z<d) is

formed for all chance variables Z for which Miy(Z) =Miy (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , k').

In order to show that the lower limit P(Yd<d) is sharp consider the se-

quence {Y(d, X„)} of chance variables where X„<Xá and Km X„=Xd . Since

Km Y(d, Xn) = Yd and P(Yd = d) =0, we have

lim P[Y(d, Xn) < d] = P(Yd < d).
n=oo

On account of the fact that

P[Y(d, X„) < d] = (1 - \n)P[Y(d, Xn) < d],

and that

P(Yd<d) = P(Yd <d)-(i -Xd),

we have
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lim P[Y(d, X„) <d] = PiYd < d).
n= oo

Since Miy[Y(d, \„)]=Mi, (v = l, ■ ■ • ,k) the lower limit P(Yd<d) is proved

to be sharp. The proof of the fact that also the upper limit P(Yd^d) is sharp

is quite analogous to that given in case (1). Hence Proposition 18 is proved.

We can summarize our results in the following

Theorem 1. The moments Af<„ ■ • •, M{j of the orders ii, ■ ■ ■, i¡ of a certain

chance variable X are given. If the chance variable X' which is characteristic

relative to Mii; ■ ■ ■ , Mij is degenerate, then the sharp lower limit ad and the

sharp upper limit bd are equal to P(X' <d). If X' is not degenerate, we have to

consider the chance variable Yd which is characteristic relative to Mi^djXi), ■ ■ ■ ,

Mij_,(d, Xd) where

Mi  - a>X
Mi,(d, X) = —-—, v = 1, • • • ,j,

1 — X

and Xd denotes the smallest value X for which Mix(d, X), ■ ■ • , M i ¡id, X) cannot

be realized as moments, or the characteristic chance variable relative to them is

degenerate. The sharp lower limit ad is equal to PiYd<d) and the sharp upper

limit bd is equal to P(Yd^d), where Yd denotes the arithmetic chance variable

defined as follows:

P(Yd - d) - PiYd = d) ■ (1 - Xd) + Xd,

P(Yd = x) = PiYd = x) ■ (1 - Xd)        for        x ^ d.

5. Solution of Problem 2. Denote by Miu ■ ■ ■ , Mik the moments of the

orders ii<i2< ■ ■ ■ <ik of a certain chance variable X. Consider an integer

ik+i>ik and a number Mik+r First we shall deal with the question: what con-

ditions must be satisfied by Mik+l in order that Mix, ■ ■ ■ , Mik+l can be real-

ized as moments of the orders z'i, • • • , 4+i-

If the chance variable F which is characteristic relative to Af ,u ■ • ■ , Mik

is degenerate, then on account of Proposition 6 no chance variable Z^Y

exists such that MiyiZ) =MiyiY) (^ = 1, • ■ • , ft). Hence Mix, ■ ■ ■ , Mik+l can

be realized if and only if Mik+l = Mik+1(Y).

Let us consider the case that F is not degenerate. Denote by {d„} and

{e„| (» = 1, • ■ • , ad inf.) two sequences of positive numbers such that

lim dn = oo, Hm dl" ■ en = 0 for v ^ ft, and lim dnikn ■ e„ = °o. Consider the ft-tuple

of values

1 - e

If Mi,(d, t), ■ ■ ■, Mik(d, t) can be realized as moments of the orders ih ■ ■ ■, ik,
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then we shall denote by Y(d, e) the characteristic chance variable relative to

these moments, and by Y(d, e) the arithmetic chance variable defined as

follows :

P[Y(d, .) - d] « P[Y(d, t) = d](l - e) + e,

P[Y(d, e) = x] = P[Y(d, t) = x](l - e), for x * d.

It is obvious that

Miy[Y(d,e)] = Miy, p=l,..,k.

Since Km en = lim dni'en = 0 (v = l, ■ • ■ , k), from Propositions 14 and 8 it fol-

lows easily that for almost every n, Y(dn, e) exists and is not degenerate for

any nonnegative value e = e„. On account of Proposition 12, Y(dn, e) is a con-

tinuous function of e in the interval [0, e„]. Since Y(dn, e) is not degenerate

for 0^e^€„, also Mr[Y(dn, e)] is a continuous function of e for any positive

integer r. From this it follows that also MT[Y(dn, e)] is a continuous function

of e in the interval [0, €„]. Since

Miy[Y(dn, •)] = Miy    (v = 1, • • • , k), Mik+1[Y(d„, 0)] = Mik+i(Y),

we get that Miv ■ ■ ■ , Mik+l can be realized as moments if

Mik+1(Y) = Mik+l = Mik+l[Y(dn, in)].

Because Km dnk+1en = <x> we obtain easily that Km Mik+l[Y(dn, e„)] = °o and

therefore Mil} • ■ • , Mik+1 can be realized as moments if Mik+1 — Mik+l(Y).

From Proposition 8 it follows that this condition is also necessary. Hence

we have proved

Proposition 19. Denote by Af,•„ • • • , Mik k numbers which can be realized

as moments of the orders ii<i2< ■ ■ ■ <ik. Denote by ik+i an integer greater

than ik and by Mik+1 a certain number. If the chance variable Y which is charac-

teristic relative to Milt ■ ■ ■ , Mik is degenerate , then Mix, ■ ■ ■ , Mik+1 can be real-

ized as moments of the orders ii, ■ ■ ■ , ik+x if and only if Mik+% = Mik+1(Y). If Y

is not degenerate, then Af,-„ • • • , Mik+¡ can be realized as moments if and only if

Mik+>Mik+1(Y).

If Mik+l = Mik+l(Y), the characteristic chance variable relative to

Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , Mik+1 is obviously equal to F and therefore is degenerate. Since Mfl

can be realized as a moment of the order ii if and only if Mix — 0, we get from

Proposition 19

Theorem 2. Denote by ii<i2< ■ ■ ■ <ik positive integers and by

Miv ■ ■ ■ , Mik some numbers. The values Milt ■ ■ ■ , Mik can be realized as

moments of the orders ii, ■ ■ ■ ,ikif and only if
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Mix £ 0, Mi, ^ MhiXi), • ■ • , Mih è MikiXk-i),

where Xr denotes the characteristic chance variable relative to Mi„ ■ ■ ■ , Mir; if

in one of the above relations the equality sign holds, then in all subsequent rela-

tions the equality sign must hold.

This theorem gives the solution of Problem 2, since M,r(Xr_i) is a func-

tion of Mix, ■ ■ ■ , Mir_, which can be calculated.

6. Some applications of Theorems 1 and 2. Let us calculate by means of

Theorem 2 the inequalities which must be satisfied by the numbers MT, M„

Mt if they can be realized as moments of the orders r, s, t, where r<s<t.

According to Theorem 2 the necessary and sufficient conditions are given

by

(10) Mr^O,        Mê^MsiXi),        Mt^MtiX2),

where Xi denotes the characteristic chance variable relative to MT, and X2

denotes the characteristic chance variable relative to M, and M,. The de-

gree of Xi is less than or equal to 1. Hence there exists only a single point a

with positive probability and therefore Mr = Afr(Xi) =ar. Hence a = M\ .

It is obvious that

(11) M.(Xi) = a' = MT.

Let us now calculate the chance variable X2. The degree of X2 is less than or

equal to 3/2. Hence only the origin and a single positive value o can have

positive probability. The value of b and the probability P(X2 = o) are deter-

mined by the equations

MriXi) = brPiX2 = b) = MT;       M,iX2) = h*P(X, = s) = M..

From these equations we obtain

Mr t W.\"i'-')
PiX2 = b) =-■-,

(M„/Mr)W(s-r)

Hence

-(£)'

(i-r)/(«-r)/Af„V
(12) Mt(Xi) = b'P(X2 = b) = Mrl-)

\Mr/

From (10), (11), and (12) we get

(13) MT ̂  0,        M.^M'r,        Mti:Mr[—)
\Mr/

If in one of the relations (13) the equality sign holds, then in all subsequent

relations the equality sign must hold. These relations are necessary and suffi-
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cient in order that Mr, M„ Mt can be realized as moments of the orders r, s, t.

As an application of Theorem 1 let us calculate the sharp lower limit ad

and the sharp upper limit bd if two moments MT and M, are given, where

r<s. According to the relations (13) we have

Mr = 0,       M, £ MT-

If Afr = 0 (and therefore also M, = 0), or if Afr>0 and Ms = Mr,r, the chance

variable X which is characteristic relative to M, and Ms is degenerate and we

have ad = bd = P(X<d). Since P(X<x)=0 for x^Mr/rand P(X = M\/r) = 1,

we have

ad = bd = 1, forá > Mr   ,

l/r

ad = bd = 0, ford = Mr   .

Now we have to consider the case that

(14) Mr > 0,        M, > M'!'.

In order to calculate \d we have to consider the expressions:

MT - dr\ M, - d*\
Mr(d, X) =-, M,(d, X) =-

1-X 1-X

From Theorem 2 it follows that for any X for which Mr(d, X)>0 and

Ms(d, X) > [Mr(d, X)]s/r, Mr(d, X) and Ms(d, X) can be realized as moments

of the orders r, s, and the corresponding characteristic chance variable is not

degenerate. Hence either Mr(d, \d)=0 or M,(d, \d) = [Mr(d, \d)]"'r must

hold. That is to say, Xd is either equal to Mr/dr or is the root of the equation

Ms-d>\      r Mr-dr\-\°i'

1-X    ~L   l-x   J

We have \d = Mr/dr if and only if the smallest positive root of (15) is greater

than or equal to MT/dr. It is easy to show that this is the case if Mr/dr

= Ms/ds. Hence we have:

If Mr/d'-^Ms/d" then \d = Mr/dT, and if Mr/dr>Ma/d' then Xrf is equal

to the smallest positive root of (15).

If Xd = Mr/dT then the chance variable Yd which is characteristic relative

to Mr(d, Xd) is given as follows: P(Fd = 0) = l and P(Fd = x)=0 for x^O.

Hence the chance variable Yd is given as follows:

P(Yd = 0) = 1 - Xd = 1 - Mr/dr,

p(Yd = d) = Xd = Mr/dr.
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Hence

(16) ad = P(Yd <d) = i- Mr/dr;   bd = P(?d g d) = 1,    Mr/dr ^ Ms/d>.

Let us now consider the case that Mr/dr>Ms/d'. Then Xd is the smallest

positive root of (15). The chance variable Yd which is characteristic relative

to MT(d, yd) is given as follows: P(Yd= 5) = 1 where

Mr-dr\d 8"      MT/d'-\d
(17) 5r =-,        or       — = —-

1 - Xd d* 1 - Xd

The chance variable Yd is given as follows:

P(Yd = ô) = P(Yd = 5) • (1 - Xd) = (1 - Xd),        P(Yd = d) = Xd.

We shall show that b<d. One can easily see that Mr/dT<l. In fact, if

Mr/dr>l, then

/ Mr\"lr      Mr      M.

\d') d'  '*  d°

and therefore MTslr>Ma which is not possible. The inequality 8/d<l fol-

lows from (17) on account of Mr/d'<l. Hence we have

ad = P(Yd < d) = P(Yd = 5) = 1 - Xd;        ¿>d = P(Yd á¿) = l,

Mr/d' > M,/d>.

The equations (16) and (18) give the complete formulas for ad and bd if two

moments Mr and M8 are given.

If í = 2r the root Xd of (15) is given by the expression:

M2r - M2
Xd =-

id'-   Mr)2+   iM2r-   M2)

Hence we get

M2r -  M2

(19) ad= "=        ~   id'-   Mi)2+iM2r-   M2)'

bd = 1, Mr/d'> M,/d-,

The sharp lower limits given in the formulas (16) and (19) are identical

with the lower limits in the formulas (3) given by Cantelli.
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